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Two seismic applications of time reversal mirrors (TRMs) are introduced and tested with field
experiments. The first one is sending, receiving, and decoding coded messages similar to a radio
except seismic waves are used. The second one is, similar to radar surveillance, detecting and tracking a moving object(s) in a remote area, including the determination of the objects speed of movement. Both applications require the prior recording of calibration Green’s functions in the area of
interest. This reference Green’s function will be used as a codebook to decrypt the coded message
in the first application and as a moving sensor for the second application. Field tests show that seismic radar can detect the moving coordinates (x(t), y(t), z(t)) of a person running through a calibration site. This information also allows for a calculation of his velocity as a function of location.
Results with the seismic radio are successful in seismically detecting and decoding coded pulses
produced by a hammer. Both seismic radio and radar are highly robust to signals in high noise enviC 2011 Acoustical Society of America.
ronments due to the super-stacking property of TRMs. V
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I. INTRODUCTION

The time-reversal method1,2 is an efficient approach for
focusing pulsed waves through inhomogeneous media. In
time-reversal acoustics a signal is recorded by an array of
receivers, time-reversed and then re-transmitted into the medium. The re-transmitted signals propagate back through the
same medium along both the direct waves and multiple scattering paths and refocus on the source. Prior to Fink’s earliest
papers, the TRM concept had been devised by ocean engineers for signal transmissions in the oceans.3 About the same
time, exploration geophysicists were using a similar process
known as migration,4 except they refocused recorded seismic
reflections back to their place of origin. Indeed, if a numerical
solution to the full wave equation was used they named this
method reverse time migration.5–10
Two kinds of time-reversal are defined: the time reversal
cavity (TRC) and the time reversal mirror (TRM). In the
TRC the array of receivers completely surrounds the source
and thus the time-reversed signals propagate backward
through the medium and retrace their primary and multiple
scattering paths traveled in the forward direction. In the
TRM the array of receivers covers a limited area and just a
smaller part of the field is captured.
Several publications describe lab and field TRM experiments such as using sonic waves in the ocean,3,11–14 using
acoustic waves in a laboratory experiment,15–17 using EM
waves,18 and using seismic waves.19–21 The method used in
Ref. 20 is very similar to what we will employ in this work.
In that work a TRM is used to find the location and excitation time of unknown seismic sources in the subsurface. The
method was tested on synthetic and field data. One of the
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applications they addressed was to locate trapped miners in
collapsed mines. Results with both synthetic and field data
showed that a TRM system can precisely locate trapped miners even with data having a 1:2000 signal-to-random-noise
ratio, where white-noise was synthetically generated and
added to the field data.20
In the current work we discuss two applications of seismic TRMs. First, we demonstrate how to, similar to a radio,
receive and decipher coded messages from trapped miners,
and second how to, similar to surveillance radar, track moving
objects within an area of interest. TRM calibration records are
required before receiving and decoding messages or tracking
moving objects. These records will be used to decode the
coded message or track moving objects, and should be
recorded beforehand with a roughly 4:1 signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) or more so that signals can be recognized from noise.
This paper is organized into 5 parts: (1) the introduction,
(2) the TRM theory section for both applications, (3) a
description of the field test and results for the seismic radio
application and (4) a description of the field test and results
for tracking moving objects, and (5) the last part provides a
discussion and summarizes the results.
II. THEORY

The TRM is similar to standard poststack migration
except that trial time shifts are introduced into seismic
records to compensate for the unknown source location and
excitation time.20 The migration images (obtained by poststack migration of passive seismic data from a buried point
source) are compared for different time shifts and the localized maxima of migration amplitudes pinpoints the unknown
source locations. The migration image m(x, t) is given by1,17
mðx; tÞ ¼

X
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dðg; tjs; tsource Þ  gðx; tjg; 0Þ;

(1)

g
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where, for example, gðx; tjg; 0Þ ¼ Aðg; xÞdðt þ sxg Þ is the
asymptotic acausal Green’s function for an inhomogeneous
medium with the geometrical spreading factor denoted by
Aðg; xÞ, d(g, t|s, tsource) represents the passive data recorded at
time t and at location g for a source at s with unknown excitation time tsource; here, the variable t in m(x,t) is the trial time
shift to compensate for a non-zero excitation time, and x is
the trial image position. Choosing the trial time t ! tsource and
trial source location x ! s yields the maximum magnitude of
the migration image at the actual source location s if the
source time history is a zero-phase wavelet.17,20,22
A. Seismic radio-theory

In the seismic radio application, the source location is
known (at point s) and the excitation times are unknown.
Here, we are after the excitation times, so that a time-coded
series of bits can be received and decoded. For this purpose,
Eq. (1) is modified to be
X
(2)
d ðg; tjs; tsource Þ  gðs; tjg; 0Þ;
m ðt Þ ¼
g

where d(g, t|s, tsource) represents the coded message recorded at
locations g for a source at s with unknown excitation time tsource.
The calibration record g(s, t|g, 0) accounts for the direct wave
but also contains all of the primaries, multiples, and scattered
waves. Equation (2) can be interpreted as the cross correlation of
the coded message with the reference Green’s function associated with the source point. In practice, the recorded Green’s
function is band-limited in the frequency spectrum.
The coded message can be sent using a 6-bit code, with
equal (on) and (off) intervals, a system similar to the Baudot
code that was invented in 1870 and modified in 1901 by
Donald Murray. The suggested coding system is not similar
to Morse code, since Morse code is considered to be a zerostate system. Zero-state systems are systems which have
three states, 1, 0, and 1, in Morse codes corresponding to
dash, pause, and dot type messages. The system we suggest
for use by a TRM system is a non-zero-state system, where
it has only on and off which corresponds to signal and
no-signal. In this system, each bit is either a signal and interpreted as “1” or no-signal and interpreted as “0”; receiving
and decoding a string of ones and zeros will give the corresponding letters and spaces. Six elements will be employed.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Signal is interpreted as “1.”
No-signal is interpreted as “0.”
(111111) for the beginning of the message.
(000000) for spaces between words.
(110110) for end of message.
Each group of 6-successive bits will represent one letter.

Results from Eq. (2) are divided into equal intervals,
where each interval represents one bit of the decoded message. If the maximum value of each interval exceeds a preselected threshold value, then that interval is interpreted as
“1,” otherwise the interval is interpreted as “0” [Eq. (3)]. The
threshold value can range between 0.55 (Ref. 17) and 0.95
bit  value ¼ 1; maxðmðtÞÞ  threshold;
bit  value ¼ 0; maxðmðtÞÞ < threshold;
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(3)

where bit-value represents the decoded value of the corresponding interval. Each group of successive 6 bits is then
interpreted as one letter, and hence the whole message can
be decoded. A denser coding strategy can be based on discriminating weak from moderate to strong amplitude levels
in the signal.
B. Tracking moving objects-theory

In this application, a group of receivers is permanently
buried in the area of interest. A number of stations are then
selected. One reference Green’s function is recorded for a
source at each station. In practice, a metal plate is placed on
the ground at the s location. Recorded traces are stacked together from repeated hammer blows to the plate. No more
stacks are needed if additional stacks do not noticeably
change the final stacked trace. Later, the same group of
receivers will continuously record any passive seismic activity and send it to the processing station to monitor any
abnormal activities in the area of interest.
In tracking moving objects on the ground (e.g., cars or
moving humans) both the excitation times and the source
locations are unknown. In this case, Eq. (1) is used to find
the excitation times and source locations, where g(x, t|g, 0)
represents the previously recorded Green’s functions and
d(g, t|s, tsource) represents the passive seismic data.
Correlation results from Eq. (1) are contoured and
rendered as 2D maps as a function of the trial source coordinates (x,y), where each map corresponds to a specified trial
excitation time. Local maximums of jm(x,t)j that exceed a
pre-selected threshold pinpoint the location of the moving
object. Repeating this process for different trial excitation
times gives the location of the moving objects at different
times. The velocity of the moving object can be approximately estimated based on this information.
The inline and crossline offsets between the receivers/
shots do not need to be uniform. However, it is important to
have a sufficiently dense coverage of both receivers and calibration shots to accurately locate the moving object. The
required density can be estimated by computerized experiments, but according to our experiments a good criterion
might be a sampling interval of k/2, where k is the dominant
wavelength of the propagated seismic waves. Processing time
is very fast (requiring about 2 s on a personal laptop), thus
allowing almost real time monitoring of the area of interest,
where each 2D map is delayed in real time by about 2 s.
The required number of receivers in a TRM system has
been studied in other publications.17,23,24 For example, in
Ref. 17 the number of receivers increased from 1 to 8, which
did not change the resolution but increased the contrast.
Because the propagation and noise environments vary
from one field site to the next, it is always recommended that
field tests be first conducted to determine the optimal receiver configuration. Similar to seismic land surveys conducted by oil companies, tests are first carried out using
oversampled receiver configurations in order to design the
most cost effective acquisition geometry for the production
survey. Prior to field testing analytical tools that model the
migration Green’s function25 can be used to assess spatial resolution as a function of acquisition geometry.
S. M. Hanafy and G. T. Schuster: Seismic radio and seismic radar
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III. FIELD DATA TESTS
A. TRM seismic radio-numerical tests

A field test of the TRM seismic radio was carried out in
Tucson, AZ (Fig. 1). The selected site is characterized by a
high plateau surrounded by a number of valleys, trees, and
canyons. A line of 72 receivers running in the x direction is
placed at the plateau with a 5 m receiver interval. The source
is located at the offset of (100, 30) m in the y and z directions [Fig. 1(a)] relative to the center of the receiver line.
One shot gather is recorded with 30 stacks [Fig. 2(a)] to be
used as the calibration record g(x, t|g, 0) in Eq. (2) to decode
the message.
Several short messages are fired at the source point and
received by the line of receivers [Fig. 2(b)]. The messages
are sent using a sledgehammer that directly strikes the rocks.
The recorded messages are correlated with the reference shot
gather and the results are shown in Fig. 3(a). Here, we did
not start the message with (111111) or end it with (110110)
to save recording time.
To test the effect of the background noise on the results,
random noise is synthetically generated and then band-pass
filtered to have the same frequency content as the field data.
The synthetic noise is added to the message recorded at the
field site and Fig. 2(c) shows the result, where the SNR is
lowered by a factor of 340 times. The noisy message
is decoded using the reference shot gather and the result is
shown in Fig. 3(b). The coded message can be accurately
decoded, even after lowering the SNR by 340 times. This is
due to the super stacking property of the TRM (for more
details on super stacking property see Ref. 20). Scattered
events can roughly
increase
the spatial resolution by a factor
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ
proportional to NM, where N is the number of traces and
M is the number of events in the data.
FIG. 1. A photo shows data collection near Tucson, AZ, USA.

FIG. 2. (a) The high signal-to-noise ratio shot gather used to decode the coded message, (b) part of the coded message as recorded in the field, and (c) same
coded message after adding random noise and decreasing the signal-to-noise ratio by a factor of 340.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 130, No. 4, October 2011
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FIG. 4. (a) A photo taken at the test site. (b) A base map shows the locations
of the receivers and shot points, arranged in 5 parallel lines, each line contains 24 points. The inline offset is 5 m and the crossline offset is 15 m.
Only receivers were active during the tracking tests, while both sources and
receivers were active during the calibration tests.

FIG. 3. The decoded messages, where (a) the raw message, (b) the same
message as (a) after adding random noises, and (c) another message contains
the (111111) at the beginning and (110110) at the end. Message says (SOS),
which is an abbreviation for “save our souls.”

Another test is conducted where we recorded a message
containing the letters (SOS). We designed a key table that
shows the letters and the corresponding 6-bit code, but it is
not included in this work. In this message [Fig. 3(c)] we
started with (111111) and ended with (110110). Results
show that the message can be accurately decoded. Here, the
time required to send this three-letter message is 30 s, and a
few more seconds are required to decode the message. As
stated previously the message transmission rate can be theoretically increased by discriminating weak from moderate to
strong amplitude levels in the signal.

B. TRM tracking of moving objects-numerical tests

The application of tracking moving objects is tested
with field data. The seismic data are collected at Tucson,
AZ, where five parallel receiver lines are used with 5 m receiver intervals and 15 m line interval (Fig. 4). Each line
contains 24 receiver points, and a reference Green’s function
is recorded at each receiver point [Fig. 5(a)] by repeatedly
1988
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hammering a metal plate on the ground and stacking the
resulting traces recorded by the same geophone. These bandlimited Green’s functions are used in Eq. (1) to track moving
objects in the area of study. A person moved in the study
area following different routes (Fig. 6). He was walking in
the first one [Fig. 6(a)] and running in the second [Fig. 6(b)].
We continuously recorded the seismic signals [Fig. 5(b)]
during his movement and used the previously recorded
Green’s functions to track the moving person inside the
study area.
Figures 7 and 8 show some snapshots from the correlation results for routes 2 and 3, respectively. The snapshots
are selected so that they show the walker/runner when he is
next to one of the geophones. Figures 7 and 8 show that we
can accurately track the location of the moving object in the
area.
To find the velocity of the moving object we selected
part of the path where the object is moving in a straight line.
The velocity, v, of the moving object is determined by v ¼ r/t,
where r is the distance between two points along the object
track and t is the time required to move between these two
points. We calculated two velocity values for each example
(walking and running) and the results are
(1) Walking route: the distance between stations 2 and 11,
Figs. 7(a) and 7(b), respectively, is 45 m and the time
taken by the walker to move between these two stations is
17.7 s, which gives a velocity of approximately 2.5 m/s.
S. M. Hanafy and G. T. Schuster: Seismic radio and seismic radar
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FIG. 5. (a) Green’s function for a shot at
station 10 and (b) data recorded for a walking person. The dominant wavelength of
this data set is calculated to be 13.75 m
where the minimum velocity is 550 m/s and
the peak frequency is 40 Hz.

(2) Walking route: the distance between stations 108 and 98,
Figs. 7(g) and 7(h), respectively, is 50 m and the
time taken by the walker to move between these two stations is 17.5 s, which gives a velocity of approximately
2.9 m/s.

(3) Running route: the distance between stations 25 and 46,
Figs. 8(a) and 8(d), respectively, is 105 m and the time
taken by the runner to move between these two stations
is 21.1 s, which gives a velocity of approximately 5 m/s.
(4) Running route: the distance between stations 87 and 74,
Figs. 8(f) and 8(h), respectively, is 65 m and the
time taken by the runner to move between these two stations is 11.9 s, which gives a velocity of approximately
5.5 m/s.
1. Accuracy test

FIG. 6. Sketches show the two different routes taken at the site, where the
moving person was walking at (a) and running at (b).
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 130, No. 4, October 2011

It is important to know how accurate the tracking-moving-object technique is, i.e., what should be the distance
between the moving object and the receiver/shot point to
accurately track it? To answer this question, we selected the
snapshot at time ¼ 48.6 s from route 2, when the moving
object was next to station 61 [Fig. 9(a)] and the five snapshots
in Figs. 9(b)–9(f), where the time interval between each of the
two snapshots is 0.45 s. In Figs. 9(b)–9(f) all amplitudes are
normalized with respect to the values in Fig. 9(a). In Fig. 9(a),
the maximum amplitude is exactly at station 61, in Fig. 9(b),
which is 0.45 s later and the walking person is around 1 m
away from station 61, the maximum amplitude value in that
snapshot is still at station 61, but its value is less than that at
Fig. 9(a). Moving away from station 61 will gradually
decrease the correlation amplitude value, until we are close
enough to station 62, where a new peak is formed.
This test shows that, the maximum correlation value
occurs when the moving object is exactly at receiver/shot
location, moving away from that location decreases the correlation value. If the distance between receiver/shot points is
too large, we may not be able to accurately locate the moving object. This problem can be eliminated by using a finer
sampling of source points when creating the calibration
Green’s functions. The optimum offset between receiver/
shot point depends on the site condition, sampling interval of
S. M. Hanafy and G. T. Schuster: Seismic radio and seismic radar
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Snapshots at different times show the correlation results for a walking person. Location of the walking person is characterized by high
correlation values. Arrow refers to the actual location of the walking person.

the calibration Green’s functions, background noise, and
SNR of the reference Green’s function. The frequency
response of the receivers could be a minor factor in determining accuracy, but we did not test this in the current work.
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IV. SPATIAL RESOLUTION ESTIMATE

The spatial resolution of the TRM mirror is proportional
to that for zero-offset migration.26 This means that the Rayleigh resolution formula is appropriate for estimating the
S. M. Hanafy and G. T. Schuster: Seismic radio and seismic radar
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FIG. 8. (Color online) Snapshots at different times show the correlation results for a running person. Location of the running person is characterized by high
correlation values. Arrow refers to the actual location of the running person.

spatial resolution limits of the TRM image. If Dx is defined
as the lateral distance between two point scatterers that can
just be distinguished in the TRM image, then in the farfield
approximation
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 130, No. 4, October 2011

kZ
;
(4)
4L
where k is the dominant wavelength of the interfering waves,
Z is the shortest distance between the point scatterer and a
Dx ¼
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Snapshots show the correlation result when the moving object is: (a) at station 61, and (b)–(f) the following five shots with 0.45 s time
intervals between each.

lateral line of receivers, and L is the length of the straight receiver line. This formula is valid for primary transmission
events, but if multiple scattering is significant then the resolution can approach that of the Abbe limit k/2. We conjecture that most natural environments are rich in strongly
scattered multiples. An analytical formula for determining
zero-offset resolution and the strength of side lobe artifacts
for different receiver configurations is given in Ref. 27.
1992
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V. DISCUSSION ON LIMITATIONS OF THE METHOD

A reference Green’s function with a low SNR could
decrease the accuracy of the results in both the radio and radar applications. The reference Green’s functions are used as
calibration records to decode the messages or track the moving objects, and empirical evidence suggests that recording
them with SNR >4 is likely to produce robust detection of
signals. In the seismic radio application it is important to
S. M. Hanafy and G. T. Schuster: Seismic radio and seismic radar
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keep fixed bit time-intervals, otherwise the message will not
be accurately decoded. Thus, a well-trained person should
send the message or an automated source should be used. In
the seismic radar application, it is important to have a sufficiently dense coverage of reference shot gathers to accurately locate the moving object; our field experiments
showed that Dxs  k/2 will give accurate results, where Dxs
is the offset between shot points in the x and y directions.
There are other factors which have little influence on the
results such as the receiver alignment or interval, or the climatic conditions (temperature, humidity, etc.). Temperature
changes in the air will not significantly affect the speed of
seismic waves propagating in the ground. On the other hand,
the level of noise may affect the accuracy of the results. Our
test showed that lowering the SNR by a factor of 340 has a
minor effect on the results. We emphasis that only random
white noise was added to the recorded data, and did not test
the case for coherent noise.
Another factor that can degrade the effectiveness of a
TRM system is the change in the subsurface conditions due
to ground collapse or soil sliding. Small to moderate subsurface changes will not dramatically change the reference shot
gathers,28 and hence the reference shot gathers will still be
valid. However, a major change in the topographic landscape
on the scale of a wavelength will likely require updating the
reference shot gathers.
VI. CONCLUSIONS

Two seismic applications of the TRM method are introduced. In both applications a group of reference records is
required by initially recording band-limited Green’s functions with SNRs better than about 4:1.
The first application is receiving and decoding coded
messages using seismic TRMs. The message can be coded
using 6-bits per letter scheme, where the beginning and ending of the message should be unique. The recorded message
is correlated with the previously recorded Green’s function
and the results are interpreted as “1” or “0” depending on the
correlation value. This application can be used to receive
coded messages from trapped miners where no other means
of communication, such as radio waves, is possible. A denser
coding strategy can be based on discriminating weak from
moderate to strong amplitude levels in the signal. Another
possible application is communicating geologic and log information at the drill bit to the surface during drilling
operations.
The second application is tracking moving objects by
TRM radar. A group of receivers are buried in the area of interest and continuously record the passive seismic data from
any moving object in that area. The passive data are correlated with the previously recorded Green’s function and the
high amplitude value refers to the location of the moving
object. Tracking of the moving objects can be done in almost
real time and the approximate velocity of that object can be
easily calculated.
Two field tests were carried out in Tucson, AZ to test
the proposed TRM applications. Results show that coded
messages can be accurately decoded and the location and veJ. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 130, No. 4, October 2011

locity of moving objects can be accurately estimated. This
assumes that on and off signals have nearly equal intervals
in the first application, and the shots are densely located in
the second.
Future work in these methods includes another field test
conducted in a working mine to test the dense coding strategy, where amplitudes are used as independent information
in the coded message.
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